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Students won't
grow fond of

absence policy
B> C(H RTNEN GUSTAFSON

Fitchburg State Col-

lege student Alicia Melvin

missed class yesterday for

a legitimate reason, but she

won't be bringing in a doe-

tor's note.

"My boyfriend got

locked in the bedroom of

our apartment. If I didn't

go back and get him out, he

would miss work, and that's

how we pay our bills," said

Melvin. "But because I

missed class, my grade will

be lowered."

It is experiences like this

one that ha\e inspired Mel-

vin to create a petition urg-

ing the college to ban the

practice of lowering grades

based on absences.

"It's unfair to punish

students with lower grades

when they have a legitimate

reason for not making it to

class. I think a lot of stu-

dents agree with this, and I

hope we can use that to cre-

ate change," said Melvin.

Many students do agree

with Melvin. Freshman

commuter student Zachary

Zins was concerned about

the penalties for missing

class due to inclement

weather.

"It's easy for residents

to walk across the street to

class if it's snowing a little,

but I live across town on

a steep hill and they don't

always cancel class when
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it's slippery," said Zins. "I

can't afford to risk crashing

my car to get to class, but I

can't afford the lower grade

either."

Sophomore Paul Clougli-

er echoed the concerns of

Zins and Melvin. "I had

to miss several classes

because of appointments

and a funeral, but I still

kept up with assignments

and I was prepared for the

next exam," said Clougher.

"I did well on the exam,

but my grade was lowered

anyway."

If Melvin 's vision is rec-

ognized, students like Zins

and Clougher wouldn't have

these problems. Her peti-

tion seeks a hew practice in

which students would not

be penalized for

Continued on Page 2
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Empty seats often tranlate to low gradesfor students at

Fitchburg State.
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Smart shoppers can enjoy the pleasure ofgiving without the pain ofspending too much money.

Shop, but don't drop
a sleighload of cash
By Hannah Yelin

These days, it's far too com-

mon to only find dust bunnies in

your wallet. The economic slump

has affected just about everyone in

this country, which makes being

able to buy holiday gifts a bit dif-

ficult. Thankfully, there are plenty

of low-cost gift ideas out there.

If you have the time (and the

energy), you can always go with

the time-tested idea of making

your own gifts. There are plenty

of recipes out there for foods that

make festive treats, such as cook-

ies, candies, and breads.

Or, if cooking isn't your style,

you could try making a personal-

ized gift, such as a picture frame,

a poem (written about the person

you'd be giving it to, of course), a

mixed CD, or a homemade scarf

or sweater.

"Being good at craftwork

comes in handy at times," says

FSC student James Clayton. "I

can make wood burnings, clocks,

paper snowflakes, and I'm print-

ing my own Christmas cards.

"Like I said, it comes in handy,

but it's really a result ofyears with

too much time on my hands!"

As Clayton points out, it's put-

ting in the time that makes a

homemade gift special. Plus,

Continued on Page 2

Finals

frenzy!i

By Genna Sandler
Late nights, last-minute study-

ing, stress, large amounts of cof-

fee: No matter what you do, finals

are tough.

Some students have their own
methods of making it through.

Others take the group approach,

getting together for study breaks

such as the Finals Frenzy activi-

ties planned for Dec. 14-17 in

G-Lobby of the Hammond Build-

ing.

Either way, final exams are a

major part of the academic life-

style, and students just need to get

them done.

"They're just like other tests,"

said Derek Bailey, a senior at

Fitchburg State College. "I pre-

pare for them like I prepare for all

my other tests - no point in

Continued on Page 2
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Students actually become studious duringfinals week.
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Disabled athlete's story offers inspiration

By Andrew Jones

and Elliot Knower
Travis Roy had been recruited and

granted a full scholarship to play hock-

ey for Boston University in 1995, and

although only a freshman, he was told

he would be suiting up in the very first

game of the season. As he took to the

ice for his first shift, merely 1 1 seconds

in, he went flying head-first into the

boards. He was left motionless on the

ice, and he knew something wasn't

right. Roy had shattered his fourth and

fifth cervical vertebrae. Roy is now a

quadriplegic, with no feeling below his

shoulders and movement only in his

right arm.

That October night in 1995, Roy
faced a challenge much greater than

he had ever faced before. The hockey

career that he had been working toward

his whole life was over. He could have

given up, but thanks to the support and

love of his family, friends, girlfriend

and coach, he was able to overcome

this challenge.

"I realized after my accident that a

"Ifelt like I needed to make the best ofmy
situation and get past this obstacle

that stood in my way.
"

lot of people have it worse than me,"

Roy said. "When I was in that hos-

pital I saw families at the bedside of

other patients and them knowing that

they weren't going to make it. I felt

like I needed to make the best of my
situation and get past this obstacle that

stood in my way."

He now tours as a motivational

speaker and was recently welcomed at

Fitchburg State College.

As the athletic teams of Fitchburg

State gathered early on a Sunday

morning, they were joined by teach-

ers, coaches, and others to hear Roy's

speech about determination, courage,

hope, and love.

As he rolled out onto the stage in

his wheel chair, the audience instanta-

neously became silent.

Roy spoke of the continuous love

- Travis Roy

he received as one of the most motiva-

tional factors in overcoming this chal-

lenge. He knew that his life-changing

injury wasn't affecting only him, but

everyone around him. He broke down
his rehabilitation into small challenges,

such as getting his arm strong enough

to be able to feed himself. His tale was

truly inspirational, as well as emo-

tional. As he told his story, many in the

audience were teary-eyed.

Roy emphasized that people need to

make their own lives and set their own
goals - and set them high. Low goals

may be easier to achieve, he said, but

they don't bring as much satisfaction.

Roy had achieved his dream of play-

ing for a prestigious school, if only for

1 1 seconds. He knew he had made it

when he saw his name on the plate in

his locker.

His book, "Eleven Seconds," offers

more of the life lessons that were

apparent in his speech at FSC. Along

with this, Roy established a founda-

tion in his name to help spinal-cord

injury survivors and to fund research

for a cure. Since 1997, this foundation

has distributed more than $2.5 million

across North America.

After the speech was over, Roy
made time to meet and greet some of

the students, as well as sign some cop-

ies of his book. The way he signed the

books, using a pen in his mouth, under-

scored the strides that he had made to

overcome his disability. His humor
made everyone in the audience laugh,

and it was very apparent that he is still

a hockey player at heart.

Today, Roy said, he is doing well,

going across the United States spread-

ing his message. In 2004 he made his

debut as a college hockey television

analyst. The Travis Roy Foundation is

still strong today, as are his determina-

tion and courage.
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Stuffed animals, hoping tofind homesfor the holidays, await shoppers at Salvation

Army Thrift Stores.

Affordable holiday

gifts? Priceless!

Continued from Page 1

craftwork can be fun for the giver as well.

For those who like to shop for their

holiday gifts, there are also plenty of retail-

ers out there that sell things for less: dollar

stores (such as Dollar Tree at Crossroads

Plaza in Lunenburg and Family Dollar in

Fitchburg at 130 Water St. and 551 Electric

Ave.), discount book stores (such as the

Rabbit Hole at 805 Main St. in downtown
Fitchburg, which offers discounts to FSC
students and faculty), and resale stores

(such as the Salvation Army Thrift Store at

1422 Water St. in Fitchburg, and the Good-

will Store at 25 Park Ave. in Worcester).

Those stores tend to have plenty of afford-

able gift ideas that compare well to their

more expensive counterparts.

For online holiday shoppers, the options

are endless. And for FSC students with a

valid OneCard, there are extra discounts

available from sportsposterwarehouse.

com, sportsmemorabilia.com, and other

merchants participating in FSC's OneCard

Discount program. A list of participanting

can be found on the OneCard Office page

of the FSC website.

Coupons are artother effective way to

save money on holiday items. And there are

always plenty of coupons tacked inside the

comics section ofthe Boston Globe on Sun-

days. Or, if you'd rather get your coupons

online, you can find tons at RetailMeNot.

com, FatWallet.com, and UltimateCoupons.

com. All you need to do is print them out

and you'll be all ready to save your money!

Some of those websites also have the latest

sales listed on them, which is nice.

We can only hope that this time of finan-

cial craziness will end soon, so that we can

see dollar bills in our wallets again, instead

ofjust dust bunnies.

Finals countdown
Continued from Page 1

making it worse than it already is."

Many finals are just added on to the

classwork and papers already due, and

most students have more than one exam

to study for.

"It increases the stress level," Bailey

said. "But it's the same situation as all

my other years here."

As a senior, Bailey said he has

learned to balance his time over the

years - something a freshman may still

be learning to do. He thinks of it as just

another requirement that comes with

being a college student.

"School is a never-ending cycle of

midterms, finals, and work," Bailey

said. "They seem to stack them on at the

same time. As a student, I sure 'appreci-

ate' the professors for that."

Cramming the brain is not the most

effective way to learn the material, and

Bailey admits he doesn't think it accu-

rately measures the knowledge one has

absorbed in the class.

Every student has a different method

of studying. Whether reading and stay-

ing up the night before the big exam, or

doing a little bit of studying each night,

when it comes down to the final days,

the pressure is on.

"You'll find me in the library for

hours, usually the day before," said

Ashley Durso, a nursing major at FSC.

She admits to being the type of per-

son who crams the night before a test;

she believes it is easier for her to get

things done that way, rather than far in

advance.

When students take a variety of dif-

ferent classes, they have a vast amount

of information that needs to be learned

by finals week. This creates several

problems: Students have to figure out

what to study, how to study, and which

information goes to which class.

Durso said that this time of year is

especially difficult in her major, since

many ofher nursing classes only require

a final, rather than a midterm.

Whether a student is taking one class

or six, there will always be finals to deal

with. They add stress to other issues a

student may be having, and they never

seem to get easier.

All a student can do is study - and

continue drinking coffee, and stay up as

long as it takes to learn the information,

and hope to receive a good grade.

Presenting a petition

Continued from Page 1

missing classes. Melvin is careful to

note that she does not promote skip-

ping class.

"This is about finding a way to allow

students the ability to take off class

when needed. Going to class is impor-

tant," said Melvin.

There is some concern that, if passed,

the practice would quickly become

abused by students without legitimate

reasons for missing class.

"There is always the potential for

abuse, but I don't feel that it would

become a real problem. Kids are pay-

ing to be here, and that's a pretty strong

initiative to show up for class.

"You waste your own money if you

blow off classes," said Melvin.

Melvin hopes to collect at least five

hundred student signatures and present

her petition to the dean of students.

For more information about the cause

or about how to add your signature to

the petition, contact Alicia Melvin at

amelvin2@student.fsc.edu .
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eBooks
lighten

the load
By James McNamara

Were bulky textbooks breaking

your back and your bank account this

semester?

Maybe next semester will be dif-

ferent.

With nearly every aspect of our

lives - from downloadable music to

dating - playing out in the digital

world, college textbooks are making

the leap as well.

Textbook publishers have turned to

the Internet to offer digital copies of

some of their library for the purchaser

to download or get mailed to their

house on CD-ROM.
These digital versions are

"eBooks": paper-free versions of the

original that that can be stored for

\ iewing on your laptop and any other

computer you own.

eBooks are currently available at

eFollet.com, the company that works

in conjunction with Fitchburg State

College to offer students textbooks.

They can also be found on Ama-
zon.com.

While the economy has been plum-

meting, the cost of textbooks seems to

have been on a steady rise.

But luckily for students who are

offered an eBook alternative, pric-

es for their digital copy tend to be

lower.

"I paid S250 for a book for my
business class," said freshman Chris

McNamara.
"Our teacher told us in class the

first day that there was a download-

able book online for $60. so I returned

[the textbook] and downloaded the

eBook. It's like the same thing except

it doesn't weigh 20 pounds."

According to their website, eFollet.

com carries over 40,000 eBook titles:

1,000 of these are college textbooks.

Though 1,000 textbooks doesn't

seem like an impressive number,

remember that the 40,000 titles might

also include the novel you need for

your world-literature class, or the

Plato collection for your philosophy

class.

There are also concentration-spe-

cific textbook vendors such as Vital-

Source, which offers many digital

textbooks in the fields of science and

medicine.

eBooks have nearly every function

that a traditional textbook comes with,

minus keeping a pen and highlighter

with you while you are studying.

The reader software that comes
with each eBook is loaded with mark-
ing-up abilities, bookmarking options

and also comprehensive word-search-

ing technology to help you navigate

through the text and locate those long-

lost vocabulary words.

It isn't unheard-of for eBooks to

have interactive features as well.

Interactive diagrams, video and audio

content and helpful links to learning

tools are common additional features

that are included in eBooks to allow

the user to do a whole lot more than

just read text.

Self-scoring quizzes and tests are

also common features of eBooks that

allow you to test your progress as you
move through the content.

To go about locating an eBook
for one of your courses, visit eFollet.

corn's eBook store or amazon.com
and search for your textbook.

If neither of those sites has it, ask

the course professor or personnel in

FSC's bookstore to see if that specific

text is available as an eBook.
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Riding the rails is a big draw at Wachusett Mountain.

Get a jump on snow season
By Matthew Tomasetti

When temperatures drop and winter is in

the air, many students start to think about

skiing and snowboarding.

Wachusett Mountain Ski Area is always

a popular destination for the Fitchburg

State College community; at presstime. the

mountain was open with five lifts serving

1 1 trails of machine-groomed snow.

When fully operational, the ski area

boasts eight lifts and 22 trails, including the

1.5-mile-long Balance Rock run.

To ski Wachusett Mountain weekends

and holiday periods from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

costs S49. Weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

costs S44. Night skiing, from 4 to 10 p.m..

is $35.

With a 1,000-foot vertical drop and

110 skiable acres, the Wachusett Mountain

Ski Area offers trails for both novice and

advanced skiers.

"We do love it here," Sandra Leslie of

West Brookfield told the Fitchburg Sentinel

& Enterprise. "It's perfect for families."

Wachusett Mountain's ski patrol is there

to keep the families safe, with more than

100 trained patrollers assisted by an addi-

tional 100 patrol rangers.

The mountain is snowboard-friendly,

too, with a halfpipe, Alpine Park, and a

350-foot inground halfpipe at the bottom

of Look Mom trail. The Mountainside Ski

& Sport Shop offers snowboard equipment

and apparel as well as rentals of more than

2,000 pairs of Head shaped skis and more

than 800 Head snowboards.

The 38,000-square-foot Wachusett

Mountain Base Lodge has gone green,

according to spokespeople, with a unique

heating system that uses a combination of

w-aste heat generated by snowmaking com-

pressors, passive and active solar heat and

electrical back-up.

The maintenance team operates a fleet

of five snow-grooming vehicles.

Located less than 30 minutes from

Fitchburg State College, the Wachusett

Mountain Ski Area is a convenient choice

for the college student, looking to save a

little gas but still looking to hit the slopes

this season.

'Lovely' CD spreads holiday spirit

Chenoweth fans

have a new
reason to rejoice

By Hannah Yelin

It may be hard to believe that Christ-

mas will be here before we know it, but

it will. And just in time for the Christ-

mas season, there is a whole new rush

of CDs filled with all of your favorite

holiday songs.

One such CD has been released by
Kristin Chenoweth.

Chenoweth is best known for playing

Glinda, the Good Witch, in the Broad-

way musical "Wicked," as well as Sally

Brown, Charlie Brown's little sister, in

the fairly recent revival of "You're a

Good Man, Charlie Brown."

Her childlike voice and petite stature

helped to bring both of those parts to

life.

But what most people don't know
is that this pint-size gal with the huge
voice also has released two CDs of her

own.

The first CD, "Let Yourself Go," was

Photo by Eric Charbonneau/Wireimage.com

Kristen Chenoweth 's voice adds power
and grace to holiday music.

a collection of show-tunes released in

2001.

Her second CD, "As I Am," was a

collection of mostly religiously-themed

songs, released in 2005.

And now she has a third CD: "A
Lovely Way to Spend Christmas."

Released in October, this CD fea-

tures many of the traditional Christmas

staples, such as "I'll Be Home for

Christmas," "Sleigh Ride," and "What
Child is This?"

But there are also some lesser-known

songs on it, such as "Christmas Island,"

a catchy tune about spending Christ-

mas in Hawaii (and yes, it does indeed

feature ukulele music); and "Come on

Ring Those Bells," an overtly religious

song about the fact that Christmas is

not just any holiday - it's the birthday

of Jesus Christ.

From slow, soulful tunes like "I'll

Be Home for Christmas" to songs with

a country twang, like "Come on Ring

Those Bells," Chenoweth masters all

of them.

Her Christmas spirit is positively

infectious, and by the end of this CD
you'll be wishing that it was Christ-

mastime already.

"A Lovely Way to Spend Christmas"

is perfect for Kristin Chenoweth fans

and non-fans alike. All it takes to enjoy

this CD is an appreciation of holiday

songs.
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Left to right: Brandon T. Jackson, Ben Stiller and Robert Downey Jr. star in this movie in a movie.

Tropic Thunder' takes theater by storm
By Jeremy Dusseault

In the realm of war movies, there are

few that make you laugh. Within that cat-

egory there are even fewer that succeed.

"Tropic Thunder" has won the proverbial

(Vietnam) war. With a star studded-cast

and excellent timing, this movie does the

trick on a multitude of levels. This film

has the potential to become a cult classic

thanks to its quirky but understandable

nature.

The plot of the movie focuses on a

group of actors recruited to depict the

events of Four Leaf Tayback, a pris-

oner of war in Vietnam who wrote a book,

which then became the movie in question.

Tugg Speedman (played by Ben Stiller) is

a defunct, or at the very least struggling,

action-movie superstar who plays the role

of Tayback in the movie. Kirk Lazarus

(Robert Downey Jr.)" who plays the role

of the African-American Lieutenant Lin-

coln Osiris, accompanies him. Brandon

T. Jackson as Alpa Chino, a rapper turned

actor who tirelessly attempts to promote

his products Bootysweat and Bust-a-Nut

bars. Jack Black who plays the heroin-

addicted Jeff Portnoy, an Eddie Muriphy-

esqu actor who is famous for his role in

the Fatties enterprise where he plays every

single character.

Young television actor Jay Baruchel

plays the unsung hero Kevin Sandusky, an

amusedly inept and inexperienced mem-
ber of the troop who turns out to be their

saving grace. And finally there is Nick

Nolte, who plays the notorious Four Leaf
Tayback.

Fresh from his debut as Ironman,

Robert Downey Jr. continues his roaring

comeback as Kirk Lazarus, "a dude play-

ing a dude disguised as another dude,"

a hugely successful actor who utterly

immerses himself in any role he plays. In

the movie, Downey's character undergoes

a controversial skin pigmentation surgery

in order to perform as Lincoln Osiris.

Stiller had remained relatively inactive

until his role in this movie. Though he has

performed in a great many comedies, this

one takes the cake. However, there was
some controversy over one of the plot

aspects which explains that Stiller's char-

acter once performed a role as a mentally

challenged individual called Simple Jack.

This plot point incited outrage within the

community devoted to caring for mentally

challenged individuals.

"Tropic Thunder" (controversies aside)

can be appealing to an extremely diverse

audience as each character brings some-

thing to the table in their own unique way.

The movie tactfully follows our main
characters through a haphazard and unwit-

ting journey through the depths of the

Vietnamese jungle.

All in all, "Tropic Thunder" is a movie
worth devoting the five and a half dollars

to rent. The extras are a hoot and the movie

itself makes for a great party film, some-

thing everyone can enjoy either in pieces

or as a whole. Two thumbs way up.

Role models
aren't
By Patrick Cuff

Sometimes the worst example is the

best example, or so the creators of the

movie "Role Models" would have you
believe. Taking a cue from the recent

trend of feel-good movies dressed in

crass humor, "Role Models" breaks no
new ground in its attempt to win your

heart.

Starring Paul Rudd and Seann Wil-

liam Scott as Danny and Wheeler,

two thirty-something men in dead-end

careers with a super-caffeinated bever-

age company, the film tries to offer the

idea that misfits are truly sane, and the

sane are the true misfits.

Danny Donahue gives up on life

after a break-up with his long-term girl-

friend and gets himself and his friend,

Wheeler, arrested for a traffic dispute.

The two men are then court-ordered to

spend 150 hours performing community
service and probation, or face jail time.

Bringing together each man with a

"troubled" young boy to be his "buddy,"

"Role Models" uses a slight script and
obvious jokes to show how not to live

up to the title of the movie.

Danny and Wheeler proceed to take

each of their charges to booze-fueled

parties and pill-popping camping trips,

all the while battling wits.

Stealing every scene he's in is Bobb'e
J. Thompson, who stars as Ronnie,
Wheeler's buddy, an f-bomb-fueled

grade-schooler with a long track record

of scaring off all the adults in his life.

Christopher Mintz-Plasse quietly por-

trays Augie, a socially awkward Dun-
geons & Dragons fanboy mentored by
Danny.

Paul Rudd and Seann William Scott on the set of 'Role Models.

'

While neither boy is given any fresh

material to run with, each plays up the

social quirks and fears each child faces

in the world, where they're constantly

reminded how socially disconnected

they are from the "real world." The
"real world" is. where the true misfits

exist (as the movie is quick to point out)

with absurdly self-righteous counselors

and cheery - yet creepy - mentors so

saccharine sweet in their approach that

they're the people disconnected from
the reality of life.

Director David Wain portrays each

character as a hyperbolic example of

human nature, though he leaves some
characters and some plot points drifting.

Elizabeth Banks, who plays Danny's
estranged girlfriend, is nothing more
than a one-note plot point, a blank win-

dow dressing who appears every few
minutes to act befuddled at Danny's
actions.

Likewise, budding sexual tension

between Ronnie's single mother and
Wheeler largely gets ignored after a

brief hint, as does Ronnie's past with an

estranged father who is spoken of, but

never seen.

While it might seem like "Role Mod-
els" is drowning in its inability to dive

deeper into broader topics, it might

also be its greatest asset. Wain keeps

the movie moving along, refusing to

get bogged down in one scene too long

or playing out a joke for one laugh too

many.

Rudd and Scott are likeable as dead-

beats with the proverbial heart of gold,

and Thompson and Mintz-Plasse are

children any parent would love to have

as their own, despite their vulgarity and

hijinks. When the movie feels to drag on
with its nearly 1 00-minute run time, the

actors save it with their camaraderie and
everyman attitude. As a comedy, "Role

Models" does its 150 hours of service,

and leaves the viewer on probation.

Pixar's newest film

debuts on DVD
By Kristine Landry

Are you looking for a different kind

of movie to watch with your family and
friends?

Are you sick of the same old bang
'em up, shoot 'em down movies? Well

I have a great family movie that is liter-

ally out of this world.

On Nov. 18, Disney Pixar released

their funny and cute new movie called

"Wall-E" on DVD.

When I first watched this movie I

thought that it was going to be just for

"kids," but to my surprise it was geared

toward the whole family.

Wall-E is an adorable little robot that

cleans up the trash on Earth, while all

the humans live on a spacecraft that is

run by robots.

As Wall-E is cleaning up the trash

a spacecraft lands and Wall-E meets

another robot named Eve, a drone bot

that is searching for vegetation life on

planet Earth.

If there is vegetation on Earth, then

the humans on the space ship can come
back and regenerate and replant the

planet and make it better.

Wall-E shows Eve one ofhis mostprized

possessions: a light bulb.

After Wall-E meets Eve he falls "in

love" with her but, does she feel the

same way about him? You'll have to

check out the movie to find out.

I don't want to ruin it for you.

Andrew Stanton and Peter Docter

wrote this movie, which has a great

plot.

It was an exciting thrill ride from

beginning to end, thanks also to Andrew
Stanton's incredible job directing this

movie.

On the DVD itself there are lots of

extras to check out. They have extra

features such as the "Presto" animated

theatrical short film; Sneak Peek: Wall-

E's tour ofthe universe; building worlds

from the sound up; sound designer

Ben Burtt on creating the sounds of

Wall-E; audio commentary with direc-

tor Andrew Stanton; and many other

features.

The duration of this movie is 98 min-

utes, but when you watch the movie it

seems to go by fast. It is rated G for all

audiences.

Some of the voice talents that were

used to create this movie are: Wall-

E (Ben Burtt), Eve (Elissa Knight),

Captain (Jeff Garlin), Ship's com-

puter (Sigourney Weaver), John (John

Ratzenberger).

With an all-star cast like this, how
could they go wrong?

So if you really want to watch

a new kind of movie with your family

and friends, you should check out Dis-

ney Pixar's new movie "Wall-E," now
out on DVD.


